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Abstract: In the non-commutative algebra the blocks in the table of orthogonal polynomials and therefore in the Pad6 
table are not square, and generally it is impossible to say anything on the structure of these blocks except for infinite 
blocks. This last case is extensively studied here for the non-normal Pad6 table, the non-normal table P of orthogonal 
polynomials, and the non-normal e-table. Some examples of illustration of different situations are given. 
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1. Introduction 
The non-normal PadC table in the commutative case has been extensively studied. For basic 
references see for example [l], [6] and [16] (there exists numerous other references which can be 
found in the bibliography of these books). 
Wynn [18] has given some properties of continued fractions whose coefficients obey a 
non-commutative law of multiplication. Numerous papers concerning the normal matrix case are 
published in the literature (see [17] for example), but there exists a large number of such papers 
in some particular cases and applications. See the important bibliography given in [15] which 
contains 260 references on this subject with a short analysis of each paper. 
This paper is devoted to the study of a particular non-normal case: this one of infinite blocks. 
Let & be a non-commutative algebra with a unity element I on an infinite commutative field 
K. 
Let f be a formal power series: 
00 
f(t) = c Cit’ 
i=O 
forwhich tEK, and c,~d,V’i~t+J. 
Let c(“)V’n E Z be left linear functionals acting on the set 9 of polynomials whose the 
coefficients belong to &’ and the variable to K. They are defined 
c”“(Ax’) = c,+,A V’~E f+J, Vn E Z and VA E&. 
By convention ci = 0 if i < 0. 
from their moments by: 
(1) 
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By the same way right linear functionals can be defined: in (1) c,+, X is replaced by Xcr+,,. 
In all the sequel left linear functionals and left expressions will always be used. In the 
exceptional use of right expressions a superscript (Y) will be added to the elements of such an 
expression to avoid to confuse them with left elements. 
ML”’ will denote the Hankel matrices (c,+~+~);:~& V k E N and n E Z. 
Definition 1. A polynomial P will be called manic if its leading coefficient is equal to I; P will 
be called quasi-manic if its leading coefficient has an inverse. 
In [5], [7], and [8] left Pad&approximants have been introduced as in the book of Brezinski [l] 
from left Pad&type approximants. 
If an arbitrary polynomial u of degree k is given, the left associated polynomial w (of degree 
k - 1) is defined by: 
w(r) = c(Q((u(x) - u(t))(x - t)-l)’ (2) 
where c(O) only acts on the variable x and the transformed polynomials v” and 6 are defined by: 
U”(x) = XkU(X-1), G(x) =x 9v(X-1). 
Then the following theorem holds (see [7]). 
Theorem 2. If v is quasi-manic, then 
*(t)@(t))-’ -f(t) = o(t”). (3) 
The approximant G( t)( C( t))-‘, called left Pad&type approximant, is denoted by (k - l/k)f. 
Left Pad&type approximants with various degrees of u and w can be defined (see [7]). 
If the formal power series CT’oc,+j tj Vm E h are denoted by f,(t), then 
m-l 
(k - 1 + m/k)&) = c c;t’+ t”(k - l/k)&) 
i=O 
are left Pad&type approximants for which 
(k-l+m/k)#)-f(t)=O(tk+“). 
(k - l/k),_(t) is the left Pad&type approximant of f, obtained by using the left linear 
functional cCm) like in (3). 
The error can be expressed as follows: 
Theorem 3 (see [7]). 
f(t) - (P/k)f(t) = t p+‘W+‘)(u(x)(1 - xt,-‘)( a(t))-’ ‘ilp E IV. (4) 
Left Pad6 approximants are deduced from this expression of the error. To obtain left higher 
order approximants u will be determined thanks to the conditions: 
C(@+l)(X%(X)) = 0 VlE N 
such that 
O<Z<r-1 for Y fixed (r<k). 
Then u is a left quasi-orthogonal polynomial of order k - r with respect to c(~-~+‘). 
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If k = r, u is a left orthogonal polynomial with respect to c(~-~+‘), and in this case the 
approximant is the left PadC approximant denoted by [ p/klf. 
If MLpdk+i) ha s an inverse, then the left manic polynomial Pip-‘+‘) orthogonal with respect 
to c(~-~+‘) exists and is unique (see [8]), and the left Pad& approximant [ p/klf also exists and is 
unique. 
The right manic polynomial (r)Pip-ktl) orthogonal with respect to the right linear functional 
(r)~(P-k+l) exists and is unique as well as the right PadC approximant @)[ p/klf. 
A left PadC approximant [ p/klf will always be an approximant such that the condition: 
f(t) - [p/k]f=O(tp+k+‘) 
is satisfied. 
(5) 
When both exist, left and right PadC approximants are identical (see [8]). That is the case when 
MAp-k+1) has an inverse. 
In all the sequel when we will used the words ‘Pad6 approximant’ without precision left or 
right, this approximant will always be at once a left approximant and a right approximant. 
A property of uniqueness holds. 
Theorem 4. If two pairs of polynomials ( W, V) and (S, R) exist such that deg W = deg S = p and 
deg V = deg R = k, V(0) and R(0) have an inverse, and 
w(t)(v(t))_‘-f(t) =O(tptk+‘), (R(t))-?(t) -f(t) =O(tpfk+‘), (6) 
then W( t)( V( t))-I, (R( t))-?S( t) are respectively the left and right Pad& approximants. Thus they 
are identical and unique. 
Proof. From (6) we have R W - SV = 0( tp+k+l ), but the left part of this relation is a polynomial 
of degree p + k. Thus it is identically zero. Therefore left and right PadC approximants are 
identical. The uniqueness obviously holds: the same proof can be used with supplementary pairs 
of polynomials satisfying the same assumption. q 
Therefore existence and uniqueness of Pad& approximants hold if and only if both left and 
right PadC approximants exist. 
Remark that the uniqueness of Theorem 4: 
w(t)(v(t))_‘= w*(t)(v*(t))_’ (7) 
with deg W= deg W* = p and deg V = deg V * = k, and V(0) and V * (0) have an inverse, only 
means that in (7) the two approximants are identical, but does not mean that, if W and V have 
no common right polynomial factor, as well as W * and V *, we had: 
V(V(O))-1 = V*(V*(O))-’ and W(V(O))-‘= W*(V*(O))-‘. 
An example of existence and non-uniqueness of left PadC approximant and non-existence of 
right Pad& approximant is given in the fifth section. 
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2. Non-normal Pad& table 
The left Pad6 approximants are displayed in a table called left Pad6 tables as follows: 
Wol WI w4 - * * 
D/o1 WI WI . *. 
Right Pad6 table and Pad6 table will be introduced from right Pad6 approximants and Pad& 
approximants. 
Definition 5. If ML”’ has an inverse Vk E N and n E H such that n 2 -k + 1, the Pad6 table will 
be called normal, else it will be called non-normal. In the normal case Pad6 table, right and left 
Pad& tables are identical. 
In [7] and [8] some properties of normal Pad& table were given. They use the left expression of 
Pad& annroximants: _ _.__ ..rr~ _~~~~~~~~~~~ 
where PA(n) is the left manic orthogonal polynomial with respect to cCn) and 
(8) 
i=O 
where Qp’ is the left associated polynomial of Pi”’ with respect to cCn). 
The left manic orthogonal polynomials are displayed in a left table P as follows: 
P-j@ p2(-1) pi-2’ . . . 
Pl”’ P2’O’ p3’-1’ . . . 
. . . 
The right table P has a similar definition. 
A table M is introduced: it contains a value one or zero at the same place as the polynomials 
Pi”) depending on whether the Hankel matrices Min) have an inverse or not. 
Definition 6. A connected domain of the table M in which all the values are zero is called a block 
44. The corresponding region of the left table P is called left block P. 
When the algebra .B? is commutative, all the blocks M are square, but in the non-commutative 
case the shape of the blocks is not necessary square (see the example given in [7] which have a 
very irregular shape block). 
We will assume in all the sequel that f = W(V)-’ where W and I/ are polynomials of degree n 
and k respectively which have no common right factor. V(0) is assumed to have an inverse. 
In this case we have a block M of infinite size. 
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Theorem 7 [g]. &$“ik+lcj) and j@n:k+*-j) 
l+J are singular Ifj and i E N such that i > k. 
Let us write V and W as: 
V(x) = 2 bin’ and W(x) = fI: aixi. 
i=o i=o 
From fv- W= 0, two relations can be obtained: 
i Ci-jbj -ai= ViEN, O<i<n, 
j=O 
5 c,,+l_k+j+ibk_j = 0 vi E N. 
j=O 
The two following results are obvious from (11). 
(10) 
(11) 
Corollary 8. 
~(~-~+l)( dF(x)) = 0, Vi E N. 
Corollary 9. c7r? is left orthogonal with respect to c(“-~+‘), ‘t;lo E 9. 
(12) 
Corollary 10. The left associated polynomial of v’r7 with respect to c(“-~+*) is equal to the left 
associated polynomial of V with respect to cfnPk+‘) multiplied by r? on the right. 
Proof. 
~(~_k~l)i(~(~)~(~) - ~(t)~(t))(~ - t>-‘) 
= ~(~-k+l)~~(~)(~(~) - ~(t)~(x - t,-‘) + P-k+*qP-(X) - P(t))(x - tf-‘)0(t), 
The first expression of the right part is zero from Corollary 9. q 
The Corollaries 11 and 12 also are obvious from (10). 
Corollary 11. 
n-k 
W(t) = c c,t’v(t) + tn-k+lC(n-k+l)((tkP(X) - V(t))(xt - 1)-l). 
i=o 
Corollary 12. If Mk(n-k+l) ha s an inverse, and if V(0) = I, then V= I?k(n-k-tl) and W= zin-k+l). 
Now the problem is to know if the matrices surrounding the block of infinite size have an 
inverse or not. 
Theorem 13. (i) If V is quasi-manic, then MinPk+‘) and Min-k+l+j) have the same nature 
(invertible or non-invertible) tlj E N. 
(ii) If W is quasi-manic, then MkfnPkfl) and M,‘:Tk+ * -j) have the same nature tlj E N. 
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Proof. Let us denote the zero vector of .&‘j by Oj, this transposed vector by O,! and the j * j 
unity matrix by I/. 
(i) Mk(n-k+l+j), j 2 0, is multiplied on the right by the 
\ 
d 03) 
J-1 I 
where d is the vector of ~4~ whose components are - bk_J b,)-’ Vi E N, 1 < i < k. 
We obtain MjnPkt2+j) by using (11). 
(ii) The matrix 
i 
2.4’ I 
&fi;;k+l-j) ok,j 
I 
where U’ is the transposed vector of JS?‘~+~ whose components are c,_~_~+; Vi E N such that 
0 G i G k + j - 1, is multiplied on the right by the ( k + j + 1) * ( k + j + 1) following invertible 
matrix: 
’ Ik+j OJ 
d . (14) 
\ OL+j an(b,)Y1 I 
By using (11) and (10) with i = n, we obtain ML:;:,“. 0 
From the preceding proof a result can be given in the case where the polynomials V and W are 
not quasi-manic. Therefore the matrices (13) and (14) are singular. 
Corollary 14. If the product of any two elements of & whose one at Ieast is non-invertible also is 
non-invertible, and 
(i) if b, is non-invertible, then Mk (n-k+2+j) is singular, Vj E N; 
(ii) if a,, is non-invertible, then Mi:J,klj) is singular, Vj E N. 
Remark 15. On one hand V and W can be non-quasi-manic and Minpk+‘) be invertible, 
Example 1. 
f(t)=(l+(cl-l)t)(l-lt)-‘=l+&’ 
i=l 
where cr is invertible and I - cr non-invertible. 
M,“’ = (cl) is invertible. 
On the other hand V and W can be quasi-manic and Mk (n-k+1) be non invertible. The same 
example can be used with cl non-invertible and I - cl invertible. 
An infinite block A of Pad& approximants corresponds to an infinite block M. The content of 
a part of this block A is given by the following property. 
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Theorem 6 (81. If there also exists two polynomials “‘V and (r) W respectively of degree k and n such 
that “‘V(O) has an inverse and f( t) = (“‘V(t))-’ (r)W( t), then 
f(t) = [ p/q]r(t) = [n/k]f(t> V(P, q) E N* such that (P, q) 2 (n, k). 
The left and right PadP approximants are identical in this infinite block M. 
Of course the right polynomials “‘V and “‘W satisfy corollaries deduced from Corollaries 8 to 
11 by changing left relations and properties in right ones. Right relations are obtained by 
inverting the order of terms. 
3. Non-normal table P 
Now properties are given about the content of the infinite block P and the polynomials which 
surround this block. 
If all the sequel MLnPk+‘) will be assumed to have an inverse for fixed n and k. 
Theorem 17. (i) If V is quasi-manic, then 
pin-k+l-j) = pin-k+l) vj E N. 
(15) 
(ii) If is quasi-manic, then 
pi:;k+l-A(X) E Xipin-k+l)(X) vj E N. 
(16) 
Proof. (i) Mi”-k+l+j) has an inverse Vj E N from Theorem 13(i). Thus the left polynomial 
Pk(n-k+l+j) exists and is unique Vj E N. 
From Corollary 12, f= Pin-k+1) and from Corollary 8 the following relation is satisfied 
ViEN: 
Therefore the property holds. 
(ii) Mi;;k+i-i) h as an inverse Vj E N from Theorem 13(ii). Thus the left polynomial 
Pk(:yk+‘-j) exists and is unique Vj E N. 
But,ViEN: 
C(n-k+l)(X’p,(“-k+l)(x)) = c(n--k+l-_j)(x~+jp~n-k+l)(X)) = 0. 
Therefore (16) is satisfied. 0 
Remark 18. Corollaries 8 and 12 and Theorem show VU E B and Vi E N 
(i) ~~~-~+~)(x~P$~-~+~)(x)U(x)) 
(ii) if V is quasi-manic, 
(iii) if W is quasi-manic, 
these polynomials, which obviously left orthogonal 
block P. 
In inside this the orthogonal polynomials only those manic U’s. 
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Theorem 19. (i) Any left orthogonal polynomial P,$:fk+l) Vi E N can be written Pin-k+1)U with 
manic Ui of degree i. 
(ii) If V is quasi-manic, any left orthogonal polynomial Pj:, k+l +j) Q i and j E N can be written 
p~~-k+l+j)~~(_i) with manic U(j) of degree i. 
(iii) If W is quasi-manic, any left orthogonal polynomial Pi:TtJT ’ -j) Q i and j E N can be written 
pL:;k+l-A&A 
1 with manic UC-j) of degree i. 
Proof. (i) Pk(:Tk+‘) is a left manic orthogonal polynomial, it can be written in the basis 
I, IX,..., I-&i, pin-k+U ). . .) X’Pk@-k+? 
Thus pL:Tk+” = pi(n-k+l)ui + Rk_l, where R,_, is a polynomial of degree k - 1 at most. 
From the orthogonality of Pi:Tk+‘) and Remark 18 we get: 
C(n-k+l)(XrRk_l(X)) = 0 Q rEN suchthatO<r<k+i-1. 
But this last group of relations shows that MinPk+‘) would be singular. Therefore R,_ 1 = 0. 
(ii) Min--k+l+j) h as an inverse from Theorem 13(i). Then the proof is the same as in (i). 
(iii) Mi:Ik+i-i) h as an inverse from Theorem 13(ii), and the proof also is the same as in (i). 
0 
Definition 20. A latent root is an element (Y of K such that P(o) has no inverse. 
Corollary 21. (i) All the latent roots of Pinpk+‘) are latent roots of Pin+yk+‘) Vi E N. 
(ii) If V is quasi-manic, all the latent roots of Pjnek+‘) are latent roots of P$:Tk+‘+j) Qj and 
iE N. 
(iii) If W is quasi-manic, all the latent roots of Pinpk+‘) are latent roots of Pi:;:,?‘-” Qj and 
iEN. 
The polynomials j and 2, where 2 is defined from (9), have some interesting properties 
around and inside a block P. 
Theorem 22. Pin-k+1) and Qpmk+l) ha ve no right common manic polynomial factor of degree 
greater than 0. 
Proof. Let us assume that 
pk(n-k+l) = Fu an,j &“-“+I) = @J 07) 
with U(x) = C~=O~ixi, r 2 1 and pr = I. 
Then Qk (n-k+i) = c’“-k”‘(&X)V(X, t)) + c (“-k”)((l”(~) - &t))(x - t)-l))U(t) where 
V(x, t) = (U(x) - U(t))(x - t)-l. 
If (17) are satisfied, then c (n-k+l)( F(x)V(x, t)) would be equal to a product A(t) - U(t) 
which is impossible since the degree of V is equal to r - 1 as polynomial in t. 
Thus c’“-k+l’(F(x)V(x, t)) = 0. 
Therefore, from the expression of V(x, t), 
C(n-k+l)(X+(X)) = 0 QjEN suchthatOgj<r-1 (18) 
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From the orthogonality of Pin-k+1) we have 
2 (xl+i- $-k+l) P(x))p;=O V’IEN suchthatO<I<k-1. 
r=O 
By using (18) we get: 
C(“-k+r)(XiF(x)) = 0 vj EN suchthatO<j<k-l+r. 
This last group of relations shows that Min-k+l) ha s no inverse, and we get a contradiction. 
0 
Corollary 23. zinpk+l) and P,$n-k+l) ha ve no right common manic polynomial factor of degree 
greater than 0. 
Proof. From (9) and the fact that Pk “(n-k+l)(0) = I, if they had such a common factor, it would 
also be a common factor for ~~-k”‘, which is impossible from Theorem 22. •I 
Theorem 24. (i) Fi(:Tk+‘) and @!+yk+‘) Vi E N have a right common polynomial factor U, of 
degree i such that U,(O) = I. 
(ii) If V is quasi-manic, Pi:tk+l+j) and gi:Tk+’ +j) h ave a right common polynomial factor UiCj) 
of degree i such that IJjjj’(O) = I. Moreover, 
z$;;k+l+i) = z$n-k+l)Ul(i) 
(19) 
(iii) If W is quasi-manic, Pi:;:i”-” and _?i:;$T ’ -j) h ave a right common polynomial factor 
IJj(-j) of degree i such that QC-J)(O) = I. Moreover, 
zi;;f,+l--i) = zp--k+l)UJ-j) 
1 . (20) 
Proof. (i) Obvious from Theorem 19(i), Corollary 10 and relation (9). 
(ii) From Theorem 19(u), Corollary 10 and relation (9), j$:Tk+l+j) and &T;k+l+j) have a 
right common polynomial factor Ui (j) of degree i such that qi’j”(0) = I. 
On the other hand the left orthogonal polynomial Plnmk+l) and the right orthogonal 
polynomial (‘)Pin - k + ‘) (i.e. orthogonal with respect to the right linear functional @&n-k+‘)) exist 
and are unique. Then Theorem 16 is verified 
[n/k],= [n+j/k]f= [n+j+i/k+i]r. 
Thus, 
By using ~~;o~e~~;ek;~~,’ = z$n-k+l+i)( j3jn-k+l+i))-’ = zi;;k+l+j)( p,(;;k+l+j))-‘. 
“inPk+‘) = 2inPk+l+j). Therefore by using Theorems 17 and 19, 
relation (19) holds. 
(iii) This proof is the same as in (ii) in using [n/k],= [n/k +I],= [n f i/k +j + i],. q 
When Minmk+‘) has an inverse, then Pinpk+‘) and (r)Pi”-k+l) exist and are unique. A 
converse of Corollary 8 is given by the following theorem when the preceding assumption is true. 
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Theorem 25 [8]. The two following properties are equivalent 
(i) cc”-k+l)(xipk(n-k+l)) = () vi E N. 
(ii) (r)c(n-k+l) (xi (r)pin-k+l)) = () vi E NO 
In this case f = [n/k],. 
Corollary 26. If cCnPk+‘) (xipi”-k+l)(x)) = () vi E N, then ~/“-k+l+A and M!“;kfl-i) Jf’ are 
singular, Vj and i E N such that i > k. 
Proof. In this case Theorem 7 then is a consequence of Theorem 25. 0 
4. Non-normal epsilon table 
Some results on the e-algorithm can also be deduced from those obtained for the orthogonal 
polynomials and the Pad& approximants in the two preceding sections. 
Let us give some recalls from [9]. 
The quantities c$<-~) of the epsilon algorithm are defined from the PadC approximant 
[p/q],(t) for t fixed: 
~(zp4-~)= [p/q],(t) Vp and qE N (21) 
The rules of the epsilon algorithm are given from the cross rule satisfied by the PadC 
approximants. 
The c-algorithm will be applied to a sequence { Sj} of elements of .&. From this sequence a 
formal power series will be associated by 
f(t) = 5 c,t’ 
i=O 
and cO=So, c~=AS~_~=S~-S,_,,V~EN, i>l (22) 
The jth partial sum of this series is equal to Sj for t = 1. Sj will be assumed to have a limit S 
when j tends to infinity. Then, if PJp-q+l)(l) has an inverse: 
$4) = ~~P-4+1)(l)(p6P-4+‘)(1))-1. 
(23) 
The error is given by the left relation: 
S _ C$0-4) = c(P-4+1) 
( 
xip(P-4+1)(x)(1 _ x)-1)(p,(P-4+l)(l))-1 
4 
Vi E N such that 0 < i < q. 
(24) 
Let us define the Hankel matrices M,( AS,) by ( AS~+i+j)j:~zo. 
The ~-algorithm can be implemented without problem (that with all the needed elements 
invertible) if and only if all the matrices M,( AS,), Mi( A2Sj) and Mi( A3Sj) have an inverse. 
When the elements Sj satisfy a recurrence relation, we have the same situation as f = W(V)-‘. 
Theorem 27. Mk(n-k+*) is assumed to have an inverse (n and k fixed ). If the Sj’s satisfy the left 
following recurrence relation : 
i (Sn-_k+i+j-S)b/,_i=O VjEN (25) 
i=O 
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where C;k_obj and b, have an inverse, then cpkek+j) = S, Vj E N and M,‘:J:t’+” and M,$:,$T:;j) 
have no inverse Vj and s E N. 
Proof. From (25) two new relations can be deduced 
i ASn-k+i+jbk-i = O Vj E N, 
i=O 
iS,k+,,jbk_i=S;bi=e kfjEN, 
i=O i=o 
(26) 
(27) 
If Pk is the polynomial CfcObk_ixi, then 
ccnmkfl)( XjPk(X)) = 5 Cn_k+l+j+ibk_i = e ASn_k+j+ibk_; = 0 vj E N. (28) 
i=O i=o 
Therefore Pk is identical with the orthogonal polynomial Piflpk+‘)bo. 
Theorem 25 shows us that f = [ n/klf and Theorem 16 that f = [n + j/klf Vj E N. 
In [8] we have shown that 
(29) 
Thus cykk-k+j) = S Vj E N is obtained from (29) and (27). Finally (28) proves the singularity of 
the given matrices. q 
Now let us give a result which is a kind of converse of Theorem 27. 
We assume that cpk-k+J) = S, Vj E N and that all the preceding quantities can be computed 
by application of the e-algorithm. Therefore Mi( AS,, _ k+j) and M,( A2S,, _k+j) have an inverse Vi 
and j E N such that 16 i < k. 
Some results proved in [9] will be used: 
The left orthogonal polynomials satisfy the two following relations: 
p,‘s’l(x)=~~“~(x)(Ix+~~:‘,))+~~~’,(x)ci(s’, VjEN 
with the initializations P?,’ = 0 and Pi”) = I. 
P/i\(x) = p/fT’)(x) - P/“(x)eJ:;l) 
where ei(:<‘) has an inverse. 
From these two relations the following one has been obtained in [9] 
i 
j-l 
c~.-2)-~lfi-l)=(_l)jc, Zg (P,c”‘(l))-‘P~~‘,(l)c’:‘, 
1 
* (~~~)(l))-‘~~~~(l)ej’-l)( p,‘“-‘)(l))-’ 
where JJ/iiiu. = u u . -. I 1 2 uj in this order. 
(30) 
(31) 
Lemma 28 [9]. Mj’+l) and P!‘+ “(1) have an inverse if and only if Mj( A2S,) has an inverse. J 
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Theorem 29. Let n and k two fixed integers. It is assumed that ~&-~+j) = S Vj E N and that 
M;( ASn_k+j) and Mi( A2Sn_k+j ) have an inverse V i and j E N such that 1 < i < k. 
Then, there exists k + 1 coefficients Xi,k i E N, 0 < i < k, determined in a unique way such that 
i (S-Sn_k+j+i)XJII~,~~l’=O vjENY (34 
I=0 
A(~~k+l) = I and CfzoAXJ”kk+l) has an inverse. 
‘Moreover, there exists a block M: M,‘:T,kT’+” and M(“Tkfl-j) have no inverse Vj and i E N. k+r+l+j 
Proof. Mk( AS,_,+,) has an inverse, Vj E N, thus the left manic orthogonalpolynomials Pin-k+l+j) 
exists and is unique Vj E N. 
Let us write these polynomials as 
pin-k+j+l)(X) = 5 h~~;;l+ilXi with h(;;k+l+.d = 1. , 
i=O 
From Lemma 28 Pk(n-k+j+l)(l) has an inverse Vj E N. Thus ~$-~+j) = [n + j/k],(l). From (30) 
and (31) we obtain 
epk--k+j+l) _ e2k (n-k+i) = 0 Vj E f+~. 
e e!n-k+j+l) = 0 Vj E N. 
a pLn-k+_i+2) = p$n-k+j+l) vj E N 
Therefore 
p(n-k+i+l) = pin-k+l) 
k 
vj E N 
From (24) the following relations hold Vi and j E N such that 0 < i < k: 
(33) 
But 
C(n-k+j+l) Xipi(n-k+j+l) 
( 
(x)(1 -x,-l) = 0. 
c(n-k+l+i(l -x)-l) = E c,_k+l+j+i = s - s,_,+i. 
Thus (34) gives 
j=O 
i (S - Sn_k+i+s+j)AyItk+l+j) = 0 Vi and j E 
s=o 
(33) shows us that the preceding relations are equivalent 
c(~-~+‘)(x~P~~-~+‘)(x)) = 0 Vi E N and the singularity of 
0 
N suchthatO<i<k. (35) 
to (32). Finally from (33) we have 
the above-mentioned matrices hold. 
If c&Wk+‘) is not determined thanks to the classical relation of the c-algorithm (see [9]) 
ep+-Ik) = &‘_-lk+r) + (ek (n-k+1) - ep-k))-l, but only with [n + j/klf(l), then the only following 
assumptions are used: Minpk+j+l) and Pinek+j+l)(l) have an inverse that is Minek+j+‘) and 
Mk( h2s,_ k+j) have an inverse Vj E N. In this case a new theorem can be proved from these 
weaker assumptions. 
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Theorem 30. Let I? and k two fixed integers. It is assumed that ~&-~+j’ = S Vj E N and that 
h4,$n-k+j+ ‘) and Mk( A2S,_k+j) have an inverse Vj E N, then the results given in Theorem 29 hold. 
Proof. (35) also is obtained and can be written as 
Uk(;;k+j+l)A(n-k+j+l) = 
k+l 0 VjEN (36) 
where Av;[+j+l) is the vector of dk+’ with components hFZjklkk+*+j) 0 G i < k and Uk(:Tk+i+l) 
is the matrix of the linear system (35). 
Let us introduce the following invertible matrice Lk+l and its inverse 
/ I o\ 
-I .*_ 
L ktl = and (J&+,)-i= 
,o * -I I/ 
y(n-k+.j+l) = (Lk+l)-lA(k=-f+j+l) is a vector of dk+’ with components yang”,“‘” 0 < i < k. 
ktl 
Mk( AS,_,,) A+k+l+j) 
where A(n--k+*+i) is the vector of dk with components S - Sn+j+i, 0 < i < k - 1, and Tcnek+l+j) 
is the transposed vector of dk with components AS,,+j+i, 0 < i < k - 1. 
Then we obtain a linear system equivalent to (36) 
Vk(:Tk+j+l)yk(~;k+j+l)=~ (37) 
If Y is a vector of dk, each of the two following linear systems has an unique solution once 
y,,, fixed: 
JW~(AS~_~+~+~)Y = -tin-k+lfj+i)yO,k, i = 0 and 1 (38) 
But (37) shows us that these two systems have the same solution once yO,k fixed: y,,, = 
yo(;-k+j+ 1) 
‘If y$;-k+i+i) is multiplied on the right by an invertible coefficient a, the new solution of (38) 
also is multiplied on the right by a. Therefore all the linear systems (38) Vj E N have the same 
solution once yO,k fixed. 
From this solution Y a unique vector A of dk+’ whose components are Xk_ i,k 0 < i < k, can 
be deduced. It is given by: 
In fact it is equivalent to fix ya,k or &,k. If A,,$ is taken equal to I, (32) is obtained. 
The proof of the existence of the block M is the same as in Theorem 29. 0 
Remark 31. If the r-algorithm is applied to the partial sums of a formal power series. 
(i) If i& (n-k+ ‘) has an inverse and f = W( V) - ’ where W and V are polynomials respectively 
of degree n and k such that I’ is quasi-manic, then Mk (n-k+l+j) has an inverse Vj E N from 
Theorem 13. Therefore from Theorem 16 we have 
@=f(x) v s>,n-k forx fixed. 
In particular if F/(l) has an inverse, @ = f(1) V’s > n - k. 
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(ii) If cyi =f(l) V’s > n - k and Minwk+i+j) and Mk( A*&, _k+j) have an inverse Vj E FU, and 
if we put c0 = S,, ci = AS,_, Vi E tW such that i 2 1, then relation is deduced from Theorem 30. 
r=O 
with h$‘ik+‘) = I. Moreover, the polynomial C~=oh~l,!‘~l’x’ is orthogonal with respect to 
e(“-k+‘)‘and is identical with Pinek+‘). Thus 
5 ASn_k+j+,.h(kn:~:l) = 0 Vj E N. 
r=O 
Therefore f can be written as W( Fk(n-k+l))-l where W is a polynomial of degree n. 
In [8] we have given the following result. 
If MinPk) has an inVerSe, then Pk (“-k)(O) has an inverse if and only if MinPk+‘) has an 
inverse. Thus, since Mk(n-kt2) has an inverse, FinPk+‘) is quasi-manic. 
A result given by Brezinski in [2] can be extended to the general non-commutative case with 
the same proof. 
Theorem 32. Let A be an element of ~4 such that A and I - A have an inverse. If the e-algorithm is 
applied to the sequence S, = C:=,A’ Vj E lYl, then ~1” = (I - A)-‘, Vj E RJ. 
Finally, invariants can be proved. 
Property 33. If the e-algorithm is applied to a sequence { Sj} such that 
k k 
c &,,+,a, = 0 Vm > N with c ai invertible, 
i=O i=O 
then 
Proof. The classical relation of the c-algorithm can be written as 
&;m+i) _ ejo$i)e<m+‘) _ cj+ml+i+@) + @l+i&jm) = 1 
or as another relation obtained in changing $e order of the products in (42). 
(42) 
Then (42) is multiplied by ( - l)i, the other relation is multiplied by ( - l)i- ’ after having 
changed i by i - 1, and these two new relations are added. Finally, we take the sum of all these 
relations for i = 1, 3,. . . ,2k - 1. We get 
B m+l -%=O 
where B, is equal to the left part of (40). 
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(We recall that e<y’ = 0 Vm E N and from Theorem 27 ~5;) = 0 Vm > N). Thus B,,, is a constant 
and (40) holds. 
Equation (39) is obtained by a similar method: the second relation deduced from (42) is 
multiplied by (- 1)’ and (42) by (- l)‘-’ after having changed i by i - 1. The following part of 
the proof is the same as the preceding one. 
Obviously (41) is obtained by sum of (39) and (40). q 
5. Examples 
In this section some examples are given to illustrate several possibilities of infinite blocks, to 
show that some converses of given properties are false and to dwell on the fact that both 
situations in the commutative and non-commutative cases are very different. 
In the commutative case, if f = W(V)-’ with V and W without right common polynomial 
factor, there then exists an infinite block M surrounded by invertible Hankel matrices. 
In the non-commutative case we can have the following situation. 
Example 2. 
f= (A + Bt + Ct’)(I- lb’)-’ 
with 
and C=( _!I) i). 
The two polynomials W and V have no right common polynomial factor. 
f=A+Bt+ 
( ) 
; ; t2 + f Bt2’+‘. 
i=l 
In the table M, only A4 2(l) has an inverse. In the Pad6 table all the approximants [~/LJ]~ such 
that (p, q) > (2, 2) are identical. 
Example 3. 
f(f,=[(; ;)+(; i)t+( -; ;)t2][I+(; i)t+( 1; :;)t2]-‘- 
These two polynomials also have no right common polynomial factor. 
f(t) = A + Bt + Ct2 + 5 Btif2 
i=l 
with 
Not one of the Hankel matrices of the table M has an inverse. But f(t) also can be written as 
A=(; t), B=(i t) and C=(i t). 
f(t)=[A+( -; ;)t+( 1; :if2][I+( 1; o”)t]-’ 
= w*(t)(v*(t))_‘. 
which illustrates well the remark done with relation (7). 
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f has no right Pad6 approximant “)[2/11f or “‘[2/21f, but f can be expressed as 
or 
If c # 0 or d # 0 then “‘V2 is not equal to U”‘Vr. 
Thus in the part of the left Pad6 table in which ( p, q) > (2, l), all the left Pad6 approximants 
are not identical. 
For example, 
also is a left Pad6 approximant [2/l], if Y # 0 or (S + 1) # 0. 
This approximant is such that 
It is different from f if s # 0 or (r + 1) # 0. 
Example 4. The existence of the left Pad6 approximant and the right Pad6 approximant 
(therefore they are identical) does not imply that the corresponding Hankel matrix has an inverse 
f(t) =I+ E (-l);-‘(; i)lj, 
i=l 
i _- : l”+t)‘i; l”+,)=(‘o’t l!y(‘_:t l~r)-l=w~lf. 
M,“’ has no inverse. 
Example 5. In the commutative case when all the zeros of Pk also are zeros of Pk+l, then Pk+l is 
inside a block P. In the non-commutative case it is not generally true with the latent roots 
A$$‘) and Mi’O’ have an inverse. 
0 and 1 are common latent roots of these two polynomials. 
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Example 6. Finally, if I/ and W have common roots, Mine“+‘) can have an inverse, which is 
never true in the commutative case 
f(t) = [I+ ( -y ;)t][I- (‘6 yt]-‘. 
1 and 2 are the common latent roots of V and IV. 
M,“‘= ( 1: :) has an inverse. 
6. Conclusion 
If f = W(V)-’ w h ere W and V are polynomials without right common polynomial factor such 
that V(0) has an inverse and deg IV= n, and deg V= k, then an infinite block exists ( Mq(p-q+l) 
is singular for any ( p, 4) E N2 such that ( p, 4) B (~1, k)). 
If moreover - ’ such @‘V(O) has “‘IV and deg = k, 
then there exists an infinite block of identical Pade approximants: 
[P/&= [n&=f V,‘(P, 4) E N2 such that (P, 4) a (n, k). 
An infinite block M, surrounded by invertible matrices Min-k+l+i) and it4i!+‘:k+1-i) Vi E N, 
exists if and only if M(“-k+l)k ha s an inverse and I’ and W are quasi-manic. Moreover, we have 
the same classical structure of infinite blocks P as in the commutative case. 
In this last case, if c(~-~+~)(x~P(~-~+~) - ) 0 Vi E Ill is satisfied, then f = [n/klf. 
Another studies have been given by the author on the non-normal PadC table and table P in 
the non-commutative case. See [ll] and [12] for a study concerning the case where the linear 
functional is lacunary of order s + 1. 
Some other results can be easily deduced for the non-normal two-point Pad& table from those 
given for the orthogonal polynomials and the PadC approximants. They used the properties of 
the mixed table and the fact that a two-point PadC approximant is the product of the inverse of a 
transformed orthogonal polynomial and the transformed corresponding associated polynomial 
(see [13] and [14]). 
Some results of the commutative case always are valid in the non-commutative case. For the 
commutative non-normal two-point Pad& table, see [6]. See also the paper [3] which gives results 
in fact published for the first time in [6]. 
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